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An introduction to the Rochdale Canal

1. An introduction
to the Rochdale
Canal
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An introduction to the Rochdale Canal

The Rochdale Canal crosses the
rugged heights of the Pennines from
Sowerby Bridge to the very heart on
Manchester city centre. The steep
climb means lots of locks and an
exhausting but exhilarating journey
with stunning views.

The canal closed as a through route in
1952 with only one short length
remaining: the nine locks in central
Manchester between the Ashton
Canal and the Bridgewater Canal,
which was an essential part of
the Cheshire Cruising Ring.

1.1 History

The Rochdale Canal re-opened to
boats in 2002 after an ambitious
volunteer restoration project that
brought an end to more than 50
years without through navigation.
Obstacles had included two
motorways, countless road blockages
and a scheme to fill the channel with
concrete.

In 1804, the Rochdale became the first
of our three trans-Pennine canals to
be fully opened - perhaps due to the
choice of a route over the top of the
Pennines, avoiding the problems with
tunnel construction that had
bedevilled the other two waterways.
Principal cargoes included coal,
agricultural produce, and materials for
the textiles industry. The large
number of locks on a relatively short
length of canal, rising to a height of
over 600 feet (180m), meant that
water supply was always a problem.
Seven reservoirs were built specially
to service the line.
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Above: construction of the new Lock 53
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1.2 Water Management
The Rochdale Canal now takes its
main feeds from Chelburn Reservoir
on the summit of the canal near
Littleborough, and Hollingworth Lake
just a short distance away in
Littleborough.
The Trust do not own these
reservoirs, they are owned by United
Utilities. The Trust have an annual
water budget from which we can
extract water resources from those
reservoirs. The local operations team
have a close working relationship with
their counterparts at United Utilities
and communicate regularly to adjust
feeds as appropriate in-line with
current holdings, budget, and weather
conditions.
There are several smaller feeds
coming from streams, brooks, and
rivers along the canal. The canal

Above:
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design also allows the Trust to
discharge water into several thirdparty water courses should it need to.
As the Rochdale Canal approaches
the city, it meets with the Ashton
Canal at Piccadilly Basin, thus the
Rochdale 9 (and proposed Green Flag
site) is fed by both canals.
At Dukes Lock 92 the Rochdale Canal
ends and runs into the Castlefield
Basin on the Bridgewater Canal which
is managed by Peel Holdings.
Not all the locks on the proposed
Green Flag site have by-weirs to take
the water around the locks to supply
those below. In these cases, the water
weirs over the lock gates. This is quite
normal and the way in which its
designed.

An introduction to the Rochdale Canal

1.3 Objective
Our objective is to transform the
Rochdale Canal in Manchester city
centre and engage with the wider
community to create a greater sense
of ownership.
Our initial plans focus on core
activities such as creating a clean,
safe, and enjoyable environment by
dedicating a cleansing resource.
We have started to inject green
features into this urban corridor with
floating and pocket garden concepts.
Our teams continue to engage with
the local community, stakeholders,
artistic and progressive personality to
the Rochdale Canal, developing
innovative schemes to transform the
area, making it a city centre location
of choice with great connectivity to
surrounding features.
Demonstrating Canal & River Trust s
commitment to making the canal
environment in Manchester
altogether Cleaner, Greener & Safer
place to visit and enjoy.
In line with our recent repositioning to
a Wellbeing and Waterways Charity,
this plan will continue to focus on the
increasing the wellbeing outlook on
our activities between Lock 92 and
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Minshull Street Bridge (94) on the
Rochdale Canal.
We recognise that this management
plan is a living document that will be
followed, reviewed, and will ultimately
evolve to reflect the aspirations of
the Trust, the community, and the
stakeholders.
This document does not set out to be
a fully comprehensive manual on how
the canal is run. By virtue of the size,
scale, and complexity of the
operation this would fill many
volumes.
It is intended to be an umbrella
overview document that gives
sufficient information for
stakeholders to understand:
•
•
•
•

What asset we are managing
What we are trying to achieve
How we are doing it
How we measure success

An introduction to the Rochdale Canal

Much of the supporting asset
information and documentation is
held on a comprehensive Intranet and
Geographical Information System
(GIS). Within the GIS system there are
numerous layers to address the many
facets of managing a complex
infrastructure.
These include:
• Key physical asset data
• Heritage aspects
• Environment and Ecology

This plan references several core
documents that are stored on the
Trust Intranet system. For those
outside the system, who do not have
access to that resource we have also
included directions to publicly
available web links.
We hope, however, that we have
included sufficient overview details
for the majority of our stakeholders.
If you wish more detail, or you would
like copies of the referenced core
documents, please contact:

Mark Ferris
Area Operations Manager
T 07825 125 485
E mark.ferris@canalrivertrust.org.uk
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1.4 Green Flag
Accreditation 2020
In September 2020, the Trust were
overjoyed to successfully gain Green
Flag accreditation for the Rochdale
Canal between Lock 89 (Tib Lock) and
Lock 87 (Princess Lock) in the city
centre of Manchester.
The team and community worked
hard to clean and green up the area,
which made the successful bid
something we are extremely proud of.
However, it was never our intention to
stop there.

This year we are looking to extend
our Green Flag site in both directions.
If successful, the area will run from
Lock 92 (Dukes Lock) to Minshull
Street Bridge 94 on the other side of
the city.
We have received fantastic feedback
to our initial Green Flag route and we
believe that bringing this Green Flag
space to a wider Manchester
audience will be fantastic for the city
and the people that live, visit and
work there.

Our Volunteers Green Up Manchester

Above: Green Flag winners announced!
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2. The Canal &
River Trust
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2.1 Canal & River Trust
Canal & River Trust is the charity
that cares for and brings to life
2,000 miles of canals and rivers
across England and Wales. Used
and enjoyed by people both on
and off the water, we believe
waterways have the power to
make a positive difference to our
lives, and evidence is mounting
that spending time by water
makes us healthier and happier.
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By bringing communities
together to value and help us
care for their local waterways,
we are creating places and
routes that can be used and
enjoyed by everyone, every day.
The Trust is a national charity and
management of the individual
waterways is devolved to 6 Regions
for local governance and operation.
The Rochdale Canal lies within the
North West Region.

The Canal & River Trust

We believe that waterways
have the power to make a
positive difference to our
lives, and evidence is
mounting that spending
time by water makes us
healthier and happier.
By bringing communities together to
value and help us care for their local
waterway, we are creating places and
routes that can be used and enjoyed
by everyone, every day.
Green and blue spaces in cities
centre locations are precious and a
Green Flag accredited Rochdale
Canal in Manchester demonstrates
our commitment to continuous
improvement and to create an
engaging space for all to enjoy in the
heart of the city.

In order to maintain and create great
waterways in the Manchester area,
the Trust draws upon a number of
resources:
•

•
•

Central expertise and
resources from the national
Canal & River Trust
organisation
Regional North West Regional
staff and volunteers
Staff and volunteers dedicated
to the management of The
Rochdale Canal.

At present there are 115 permanent
staff within the North West region
supported by around 50+ Seasonal
staff. 14 of these staff are dedicated
to the Manchester area.
The region is also supported by
several contractors (both nationally
and regionally controlled).
The most significant contracts are
nationally let
The contract specification and prices
are set nationally but the programme
of work is agreed locally and forms
part of the planning and budgetary
process.
Details of how the local Manchester
Team and the North West region are
structured can be found in section 2.5
& 2.6 of this plan.
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The 2019/20
Highlights
We now have direct
connection with over
600,000 supporters
84,330 children took part in
face-to-face activities with
volunteers
70% of young people who
volunteer locally feel a
strong sense of belonging to
their community
86.5 of our listed structures
condition or better
45% of dredged material was
reused and recycled
82% of waste we produced
was either reused or
recycled
641 planned repair projects
were undertaken
Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and
Canal celebrated ten years
as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site
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2.2 Visions and Values
2.2.1 Our Vision
This vision sets out our ambition for the future. It is there to guide and inspire us. It
helps us to understand what our common goal is and how we can all help to
achieve it. It also helps others to know what we stand for, what we believe in and
where we want to get to.

Our vision
Living waterways transform places and enrich lives
Caring for our waterways and
securing their future

Measurable outcomes

Health,
Wellbeing
& Happiness

Engaged
People &
Cohesive
Communities

Improving the wellbeing of the nation

developing broader engagement & support

Learning
& Enhancing
Skills

Living waterways: we make sure our
waterways are repaired and in a safe
condition, but we also want them to
be vibrant and at the centre of
communities alive with people,
boats, wildlife, and activity.
Transform places: waterways can
define the character and personality
of a village or town, something that
explains its history and makes it
special today

Prosperous
& Connected
Places

Green & Blue
Futures

Cultural &
Environmental
Assets

By caring for our
waterways and
ensuring their future,
we can help to
improve the wellbeing
of our nation.

Enrich lives: waterways provide a unique environment and special places to visit
for recreation, relaxation,
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2.2.2 Our Values
Our Values set out the sort of organisation we want the Trust to be. They guide
our thinking, behaviour and decision making in order to achieve our Vision.

In May 2018, we re-launched the
ur
changes, to reach new audiences, and
to better reflect our ambition to be a
charity for waterways and wellbeing,
making life better by water for all
those who use them, providing a

Above: Our new brand logo
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Any change can be challenging, but
as we look to our long-term future, we
know that it is vital to deliver this
transformation to secure our goal of
thriving and cherished waterways, for
future generations to enjoy.

The Canal & River Trust

2.3 Governance Structure

Council
Appoints Trustees

Appointments
Committee

Approves any changes
to Trust Rules

Oversees Council Membership
Recommends Trustees
for appointment
Appoints Regional Advisory
Board Chairs
Appoints members of
Welsh Board

Trustees
Overall responsibility
for the Trust
Sets the strategic
direction

Welsh Board

Chief Executive

Supports the Trust in Wales

Day to day management
of the Trust
Supported by the
Executive Team

Advisory Groups
Provide advice on specific

6 Regional
Advisory Boards
Provide reach
Act local
Advise
Connect and influence
Be pioneering and pathfinding

6 Regions
Led by the Regional
Directors
Responsible for Trust
services within an area

The Trustees can be found here
The Council can be found here
The Regional Advisory Board can be found here
The National Advisory Board can be found here
The Executive Team can be found here
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areas of knowledge to
management

The Canal & River Trust

2.4 National Structure

Asset Improvement
all the
risk
activities
the infrastructure
Asset Improvement
all the
riskmanagement
management activities
withinwithin
the infrastructure
engineering,
inspections,
project
delivery,
engineering,
inspections, strategy,
strategy, project
delivery,
etc. etc.
Legal
and Governance
Services Legal
Legal team,
information
officers,
governance
Legal and
Governance
Services
team,
information
officers,
governance
services
services
Strategy Impact and Engagement

Strategic performance, marketing, policies,

and and
outcomes
Strategyservice
Impact
Engagement Strategic performance, marketing, policies,
service and
outcomes
Finance Procurement services, internal audit and risk management, IT systems,
pensions planning and tax

Finance Procurement services, internal audit and risk management, IT systems,
People HR Services and support, organisational development and training,
pensionsemployee
planning
and tax
relations, recruitment, and resourcing
Estates,
moorings,
utilities, property
investment,and
water
People Investment
HR Services
andwaterside
support,
organisational
development
training,
development,
museums
and
joint
ventures
employee relations, recruitment, and resourcing

Investment Estates, waterside moorings, utilities, property investment, water
development, museums and joint ventures

Left to right above: Richard Parry, Julie Sharman, Tom Deards, Heather Clarke
Left to right below: Steve Dainty, Mike Goodie, Stuart Mills
For more information on the Executive Team - https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/about-us/how-we-are-run/executive-team
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2.5 Regional Structure
The Trust has recently undergone a significant restructure internally, moving away
and becoming 6 regions.
Each region is led by a Regional Director.

Above
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2.6 Local Structure

Area covered:

Rochdale Canal West (Locks 34-92)
Ashton Canal
Huddersfield Narrow Canal West
(Locks 1W-Tunnel End, Diggle)
Manchester, Bolton & Bury Canal
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Diggle Reservoir
Brunclough Reservoir
Black Moss Reservoir
Little Black Moss Reservoir
Swellands Reservoir
Redbrook Reservoir
March Haigh Reservoir

The Canal & River Trust

2.7 Regional Map
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2.8 Finance
2.8.1 Annual report and accounts
Our annual report and accounts
shows how we're continuing with our
ambition to make life better by water
by investing more money in what we
do, encouraging and enabling more
people to get involved, opening up
waterways to more young people and
ensuring more high quality waterside
spaces.
The Annual Report & Accounts chart a
year when income, volunteering, and
spend on our charitable activities
grew to record levels and a period
that also saw extreme weather events
contribute to widespread
infrastructure damage, including the
emergency at Toddbrook Reservoir,
and the start of the coronavirus
pandemic.

Our income increased by £6.1 million
in 2019/20 to £216.1 million and spend
on charitable activities increased by
£10.9 million, with underlying
expenditure on core maintenance,
repairs and infrastructure works
continuing to grow.

Above: Toddbrook Reservoir emergency response

2.8.2 Implications of coronavirus
The implications of the coronavirus
pandemic for the Trust, including the
furloughing of staff, impact on
community activities, volunteering
and day-to-day operations, as well as
the important role the waterways
played during lockdown when the
towpaths demonstrated their value in
providing accessible green and blue
space for local people, are examined
in the Report.
The Report acknowledges that, whilst
our income and investments will be
affected by the pandemic, the full
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economic impact of the crisis is not
yet fully known. As we prioritise
spend on winter works in the months
ahead, with a full maintenance and
repair programme, we have indicated
a likely loss of income in the current
year of around 10%.
Whilst boating was put on hold for
most during the initial stages of
lockdown, the Report does highlight a
small growth in boat numbers and
income from boating and moorings
remaining at just under 20% of
income in 2019/20.

The Canal & River Trust

2.8.3 Resources spent on charitable activities
Spend on charitable activities increased by £10.9 million this year, with underlying
expenditure on core maintenance, repairs and infrastructure works continuing to
grow.

Please note: the above infographic is the latest available at the time of writing.
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2.8.4 Income
The Trust is unusual in the charity sector as it generates over 60% of its income
from commercial sources with just 2.3% from donations.

Please note: the above infographic is the latest available at the time of writing.

2.8.5 Budget & Planning Process
Canal & River Trust is a National
Charity. Much of the operational
management is devolved to the local
Region, and from April 2019 there has
been greater local autonomy in the
regions to help focus on delivering
local priorities within a national
framework.
The individual regional business plans
are aggregated centrally, and budgets
agreed in discussions with the Chairs
of the Regional Advisory Boards and
the local Regional Directors. This
allows the Business Plans for each
Regional Advisory Board and for each
of the Trusts central functions to be
made firm.
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Where necessary, this plan will be
updated to consider the impact of
any changes as that process is
completed.
Decision making around specific
works to be undertaken is done
collaboratively between Trust teams
balancing the desire to improve
customer service, ensure the
serviceability of the network, improve
reliability, ensure statutory
compliance, and deal with
deteriorating assets.

The Canal & River Trust

2.8.6 Business Plans
In September, each region starts to plan the next financial years business plan. All
departments throughout the organisation go through this purpose, but for the
purposes of this plan, we will focus on the North West Regional Plan.
B21 Business Plan Operations - Timeline

Key Date

Key activity

September

Board meeting

Long Term Model and financial shape approved

Enterprise meeting launch B21 and guidance/timelines
Enterprise and Restoration plan template completed and agreed with
Regional Directors
Trust guidance documents issued and target/shape

October

Key initiatives (KI), Strategic Programme (SP)
Customer Operations Maintenance OAMP plans built in conjunction with
Programme Planning team.
MEICA plans built in conjunction with Programme Planning team. MEICA
projects within Asset Improvement also confirmed.
Operational Contracts plan built, reviewed with Regional Directors
(including efficiencies) and submitted to Programme Planning team for
OAMP build.
Finance team meeting on B21 guidance and launch
Director level management meeting (review guidance)
B21 payroll plans by SM area released for update
Payroll plan reviewed and updated by Senior Manager/Finance
Finance team meeting B21
Overhead plans reviewed and build in SAP
Enterprise and Restoration projects plan template due for review at
Director level meeting
Key initiatives, Strategic Programme and re-imagining draft plan due for
Director level meeting

November

Operations management meeting review key initiatives & and
Enterprise draft list
Customer Operations Maintenance, MEICA and Operational Contract
OAMP plans submitted to Programme Planning team.
Board meeting
Customer Operations Maintenance, MEICA and Operational Contract
OAMP plans uploaded to OAMP by Programme Planning team
Enterprise and Restoration projects as per agreed at Director level
approval in SAP by EM/PMs
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First review of key initiatives in each directorate plan including outputs
Payroll Plans finalised and changes in payroll planning system

December

All plan numbers available for input to SAP by Regions/Heads of
Customer Operations Maintenance, Operational Contracts (inc MEICA)
and all Overheads
Payroll plans reviewed and finalised
All plans to be finalised in SAP
Draft plan reviews by area/overall Operations
Operations management meeting
planned

draft review discussion to be

Submission of B21 plan (financials and presentation)

February

Finance review meeting of financial templates and variances
Financial review of B21 plan-Financial template and variance analysis.
Board meeting
B21 Business Plan review meetings
Executive meeting - Presentation of Trust B21 plan to Executive

March

Board meeting

Presentation of Trust B21 plan to Board

In building the business plan, the
region considers many factors such
as asset condition, customer
experience, safety, key
projects/schemes amongst many
others.
Departments both locally and
centrally will discuss and work
together on works and issues that
require focus in the new financial
year. Each subgroup within the region
will then start to formulate a list of
works for their respective
responsibility.
The senior management team led by
the Regional Director will then pull the
overall regional plan together from
each subgroup.
Work to support our Green Flag
ambitions fall under each of the
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subgroups to varying degrees.
Customer Operations who are
responsible for the day-to-day canal
maintenance arguably have the
greatest share of Green Flag related
considerations in their business plan
due to the resourcing of delivery of
works.
However, not all work will be delivered
internally, nor is it all of a practical
nature. For example, our Partnerships
& External Relationships team who
deal with funding opportunities will
include in their plan resource to
support the region to secure funding
for specified projects however large
or small. Our Community engagement
team, may allocate resource and
budget to creating events to promote
the Trusts goals.

A welcoming place

3. A welcoming
place
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3.1 Waterways and Wellbeing:
The Trust is on a journey transitioning
into a Waterways and Wellbeing
Charity. Our research shows that
spending time by water, whether it be
your lunchbreak, daily commute or
just a weekend stroll, really does
make us feel happier and healthier.
With ever increasing rates of obesity,
stress, and declining mental health in
the UK, we are uniquely placed to
make a significant contribution to
improving the wellbeing of millions of

people. Our waterways run through
some of the most heavily populated
communities in England and Wales,
providing accessible green and blue

Our objective is to inspire more
people to enjoy our waterways and
support our work.
As part of our repositioning as a Trust
for the Waterways and Wellbeing, we
have set six strategic goals:

Strategic goals
Delivering the service

Satisfied users and visitors
water

Caring for our
waterways

Our network is safe, available & resilient, conserving
its heritage and environment

Investment & income

Growing income and achieving higher return
needed for long-term financial sustainability

Wellbeing

Local people are aware of, value, use & benefit from
their local waterway

Brand & support

The Trust is a well-supported household brand and
waterways are widely seen as a cherished national
treasure
An effective and efficient organisation, with
engaged colleagues and a shared purpose

Organisation
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on water and by the

A welcoming place
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3.2 Accessibility

3.3 Towpath Code

This section of the Rochdale Canal is
ly accessible
meaning the towpath is at least 1m in
width and a solid surface. There are 10
access points to the Rochdale Canal
within this site, with 8 of those being
allowing for wheelchair access.

Our towpath code encourages
everyone to be more aware when
using the towpaths. Our canals can be
a very lively place with cyclists,
walkers, boaters and more making use
of the space, it is important that
people are considerate of others
when using it. Our common sense
guide is as follows:

Below: pedestrians enjoying the canal around Lock 92

Share the space
Towpaths are popular places to be
enjoyed by everyone. Please be mindful of
others. Keep dogs under control and clean
up after them.

Drop your pace
Pedestrians have priority on our towpaths
so cyclists need to be ready to slow down.
If you're in a hurry, consider using an
alternative route for your journey.

e
Our waterways are living history with
boats, working locks and low bridges, so
please give way to waterway uses and be
extra careful where visibility is limited.
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3.4 Signage
we have been installing new signage
throughout the site. There are new
welcoming signs at key access points,
as well as a sign at each lock with the
name of the lock. Not only does this
increase our brand awareness and
give the locks a real destination feel, it
also serves as a safety aid should a
boater need assistance.

We are looking to add interpretation
signage in Manchester to encourage
users to explore all that we have to
offer in the area. There are also plans
to introduce notice boards to share
the Trust-wide campaigns, boater
information, as well as promoting local
community activities.

3.5 Blue & green space
Green and Blue space in the centre of
Manchester is precious and not only
provides an environment for nature
and wildlife to thrive, but also creates
a haven for local communities and
people who work in the city to enjoy
and relax. Less than two years ago,
the canal corridor in the city was not
particularly green or blue, with
excessive litter chocking up the water
space and a lack of green in what is a
very industrial setting.
However, the Trust has been working
hard to change that. With a renewed
focus on the city, we selected an area
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of the city centre Rochdale Canal to
trial some new ideas. We
implemented a programme of works
to clean up the area and water space
and inject greenery and colour into
the trial area which we dubbed the
. Our objective here
was to see what works and what
would not.
To show our commitment to
upholding this focus and continuously
improving the area, in 2020 we
submitted a successful bid for the
to become Green Flag
accredited.

A welcoming place

We enjoyed this process and the
feedback from our customers and
partners has been fantastic and so we
now wish to extend this Green Flag
route further through the city for
more to enjoy.

3.6 Broken Windows
Theory
We were acutely aware that first we
needed to get the basics right, so
that exciting improvement and
engaging projects follow and build
upon.
This section of canal as previously
mentioned was plagued by litter and
anti-social behaviour.
Taking a similar philosophy to the
which is a
theory proposed by James Wilson
and George Kelling in 1982 where
they used broken windows as a
metaphor for crime and disorder, at
the Trust we see anti-social
behaviour, lack of maintenance and
general untidiness as a form of this
theory. And so, if somewhere looks
unloved, it is likely to create more
damage and anti-social behaviour.

in the city centre. Through a
relentless spirit of fixing, and fixing
again, after two years we are starting
to overcome some of these
obstacles. The task can be
disheartening as the team and our
volunteers were repairing, cleaning
and repainting, only to have to do it
again the next time we were there
due to vandalism. However, when the
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people started to realise that our will
was not going to break, things started
to get a little better. The bi-product
was that more people started to use
the cleaner, greener route and this
contributes to the area no longer
being a dark backwater of the city for
anti-social behaviour to take place.
We are under no illusions that the
issue is completely revolved. We still
regularly have to deal with the
aftermath of anti-social behaviour, but
the key is that it s getting better day
by day.
Our current Green Flag aspirations
also gave us some credibility with
other authorities, and we secured
commitments from the local PCSOs
that they would conduct more regular
walks through the Green Flag site.

A welcoming place
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3.7 Customer Service
3.7.1 Welcome to Excellence
Customer Service Training
Most of our team have completed
delivered
The training is aimed at front-line staff
working within the visitor attraction
sector to deliver a high level of
customer service to visitors. Our hope
as a Trust is that users of our
waterways are welcomed with not only
a great experience from the waterways,
but also our staff that care for them.
Our aim is to accredit the entire North
West team which would mean we will
become the first region to be awarded
corporate status by Welcome to
Excellence as we make a commitment
to deliver a warm and friendly welcome.
As restrictions ease from the global
pandemic, the remainder of our team
will receive this training, as well as
refresher training for those that have
previously had the training.
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The training specifically covers:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Creating great
experiences
Identifying, meeting and
exceeding visitor
expectations
Delivering a high-quality
service
Communicating with
visitors
Engaging with and
inspiring visitors
Resolving Challenging
situations
Promoting your attraction

A welcoming place

3.8 Aspirations
3.8.1 Living Walls

Above: Living Wall, Deansgate Station (photo ANS Global)

The canal corridor in the city is
predominantly flanked by large
industrial buildings and walls. Although
many of these buildings add to the
strong heritage tapestry of the city,
some we feel bring no value to the
landscape, particularly those created
over the years without apparent
consideration for the aesthetics and
heritage.
For some of the walls that we feel
detract from the from the clean,
green and safe feel on the canal, we
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Walls that have little heritage value or
are heavily graffitied would be prime
candidates for such a project.
Living walls will not only soften the
look of some of these walls, but would
also introduce colour and biodiversity
to the area.
In the picture above you can see a
living wall installation at Deansgate
station adjacent to the Green Flag
proposed area.

A welcoming place

3.8.2 Urban Art
Our urban waterways have always
battled with anti-social graffiti, and
the canals in Manchester are no
different. There is graffiti throughout
this site in varying forms of skill and
taste. We want users of our
murals along our waterways in
Manchester city centre. Our

waterways to feel safe to explore
them, and graffiti can deter this. We
hope to work with local authorities,
businesses, and artists to create
meaningful, engaging
waterways have the ability to offer
not only nature, water and all of the
benefits of that, but also art. Art
without the expense of a museum, art
right on their doorsteps. Urban art
can be used to entice users on to our
towpath and make the canal a cool
place to be, rather than somewhere
to avoid. Meaningful urban art shows
that a place is cared for resulting in
less vandalism, littering, drug use, and
other criminal activity.
Left: contrast of urban art and our raised planters
Below: examples of mural concepts in Ancoats on the
Rochdale Canal
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4. Healthy, Safe
and Secure
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4.1 Healthy & Safety Processes
We have a duty under the Health &
Safety at Work Act 1974 to ensure the
health and safety of our employees,
volunteers, contractors, visitors, and
all those who interact with our
waterways.

Our risk assessment process falls into
three tiers:

We have policies, standards,
processes, and procedures to ensure
that, so far as is reasonably
practicable, our facilities can be
operated and maintained by our
customers, employees, volunteers
and contractors with minimal risk to
health and safety.
We have a comprehensive health and
safety management system. This is
based upon a rigorous process of risk
assessment that leads to detailed
work management processes, trained
and competent staff, all of which is
assured by a detailed programme of
audits and inspections.

Our Everyday Risk Assessment can be found
in Appendix 1
Our Task Specific Risk Assessment can be
found in Appendix 2
Our On-Site Dynamic Risk Assessment can
be found in Appendix 3
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Locally, we create and update a suite
of Step 2 Task Specific Risk
Assessments for things we know are
not in the Step 1 Everyday Risk
Assessment, but we are likely to need.
This ensures that we can be as
efficient in dealing with issues, whilst
remaining compliant and safe.

4.2 Volunteer Safety
Our volunteering activity takes a
similar process to the 3-step method.
At the start of each volunteer task
activity, a toolbox talk is held on site
where the three steps are employed
and each volunteer is asked to sign in.

certain incidents. These visitor Risk
Assessments look at the sites mainly
from a non-operational perspective,
assessing usability, safety aspects
and risks for visitors.
We have a total of 17 standards
addressing aspects of the visitor
safety. The major standards are:
•
•
•

•

Health and Safety Policy 2018
Approved Standard for: Public
Risk Management April 2018
Mandatory Standard:
Navigation Standards
October 2016
Approved Safety Guidance
The provision of public rescue
equipment April 2016

These policies can be found here
We also aim to follow best practice
from:
•

Above:

To ensure that we are compliant with
our safety processes, we carry out a
programme of safety audits around
the network, with each Area
Operations Manager, Team Leader
and Volunteer Team Leader tasked
with carrying out a minimum of 6 per
year across the region. Trust staff,
volunteers and contractors are all
audited periodically.
Separately to this, the Safety Team
and Area Operations Managers carry
out Visitor Risk Assessments to key
sites. These sites are usually based on
high usage/footfall sites, sites that are
deemed as higher risk and following
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Managing Visitor Safety in the
Countryside (Visitor Safety in
the Countryside Group, 2012).

Safety Targets
•

•

90% of reported safety related
failure in the condition of our
infrastructure, facilities and
equipment to be fixed or made
safe within 48hours.
A reduction in RIDDOR AFR to
0.10 involving Trust employees,
volunteers and contractors will
be achieved.
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4.3 Logincident
In order to create a strong and
positive safety culture within the
Trust, all staff have access to the
Longincident safety app on their
phones and computers.
Logincident is a platform where our
staff are encouraged to report near
misses, behavioural safety
observations, incidents, and hazards.

Once an event is recorded by an
individual, it automatically goes to
their line manager to action.
Behavioural safety observations are
always promoted and welcomed and
can be proactive or reactive. These
are often conversations between
staff, volunteers and members of the
public with the objective of getting
people talking and thinking about
safe/unsafe behavioural and the
benefits/consequences.

4.4 Tools &
Equipment
All though the majority of small hand
tools we use are owned by the Trust,
most of our powered tools and plant
are provided by our current
contracted hire company, Speedy
Hire.
For our small hand tools and anything
else we own,
our responsibility to
make sure that tools are in a good
state of repair and fit for purpose.
There are locally managed budgets to
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allow the purchase and replacement
of any tools that are beyond use.
Our hire contractor Speedy hire do
regular servicing (usually every 6
months for most items, where we can
either swap the tools out for a fresh
set, or they can service them and
return them to us. Each piece of
equipment is tagged or labelled to
show the date of service along with
other important issues such as Hand
Arm Vibration ratings.
Line managers also have access to
the Speedy online portal where they
can log in to see what tools they have
on hire, what is available and when
items are due for servicing.

4.5 Contractor Tools
& Equipment
It is the requirement of our
contractors to ensure that all
equipment used by them is fit for
purpose. Our contractors are
responsible for ensuring that all
equipment used on our network has
had the appropriate servicing, repairs
and record keeping. It is also their
responsibility to ensure that their
staff are trained and competent on
the safe use of their equipment along
with providing and following their own
safe systems of work such as risk
assessments.

4.6 Vehicles
Most of our vehicles are Trust owned
and as such the trust are responsible
for the maintenance. Our current fleet
contractors are Kinto and they
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manage our servicing and repairs on
our behalf.

For many of our external courses we
use our training provider, KNW.

Drivers must conduct daily checks on
their vehicles before driving in order
to check that they are road worthy
and in a good state of repair. Any
defects are raised directly to Kinto to
arrange remedial works. Currently the
drivers use a paper document to
record their checks, but an app is
currently being created to make the
process easier and allow better
visibility that checks are being done
appropriately.

KNW provide training for skills such
as welding, abrasive wheels, towing
and excavators amongst many other
things.

Some of our vehicles are on hire and
again this is done via Kinto. Hire
vehicle maintenance are the
responsibility of the company that
Kinto decide upon, but from a Trust
perspective, our single port of call is
Kinto who arrange this on our behalf.
Daily driver checks are still required
for hire vehicles.

4.7 Toolbox Talks
All team and volunteers receive
regular toolbox talks. For the local
operations team looking after the
Rochdale Canal for example, toolbox
talks usually take place at monthly
meetings focussing on a key topic at
that moment. However, Toolbox Talks
are also delivered particularly when
the team are doing tasks that are less
frequent, higher risk or more complex
in nature. As mentioned previously,
our volunteers get a toolbox talk
before every task.

4.8 Training
The Trust optimise both internal and
external training.
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The Canal & River Trust also have a
Competency Assessment and
Training Scheme (CAATS), which is
designed to demonstrate that
individuals have attained defined
levels of safety competency in the
use of work equipment, past
experience and training will be fully
recognised. This applies to Trust
colleagues and volunteers.
During the assessment of a
work equipment, several key skills are
to be demonstrated, together with an
understanding of basic knowledge
that applies to the task in hand.
Within the local operations team who
care for the Rochdale Canal, we have
5 CAATS Assessors. This helps
ensure that the
training is kept
up to date and the ability to train new
staff efficiently.
Aside from practical Training, the
Trust also have an online platform
called Trust-Ed which all colleagues
have access to. On here individuals
and line managers are able to keep a
record of training with prompts
automatically generated when
training is due to expire. Furthermore,
individuals have a large suite of online
training that they can undertake as
and when. Trust-Ed also has provision
to book centrally planned training and
development

Healthy, Safe and Secure

4.9 Water Safety
We work in partnership with
organisations throughout England and
Wales to reach more people with
important water safety messages.
We play a prominent role on the
Manchester Water Safety Partnership,
which was formed in 2015 to help

water safety. In 2016 the NWSF

Above: Royal Life Saving Society UK

Link to the safety pages on our
website here.

We are also a key member of the
National Water Safety Forum (NWSF),
a voluntary association of
organisations that have a wide variety
of interests and responsibilities for
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Drowning Prevention Strategy.
There are several pages and videos
on our website dedicated to safety,
with safety tips and advice for safe
use of the waterways and towpaths,
and information of our work with
other organisations to help make our
waterways a safe place to enjoy.

A key area of water safety in the city
is around the effects of alcohol near
water. More information can be found
here.

Healthy, Safe and Secure

For casual visitors we recognise that
for those using the bank/ towpath the
proximity of the water itself poses a
risk. The Trust has a standard for its
risk assessment of public safety that
includes guidelines on the
consideration or otherwise of the
provision of Public Rescue Equipment
(PRE).
Locations with deep water, fast
flowing or turbulent water, locations
where there is considerable
congestion on the towpath or
locations where there is a history of

people entering the water would all
be locations where provision of PRE
would be actively considered.
In Manchester city centre we have
installed two emergency reach poles.
These are located at Lock 89 (Tib
Lock) and Lock 87 (Princess Lock).
The Manchester Water Safety
Partnership are looking to install two
more reach poles at Canal Street and
Ancoats. Although these will not be
on Trust and, they will service the
Rochdale Canal.

Boating Safety
With regard to the safety of our
boating users we have risk assessed
the primary activities of the canal
(lock operations, usage of tunnels
etc.). The outcome of those risk
assessments have been incorporated
See Appendix 4

Above: Reach Pole installed at Lock 89 (Tib)
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5.1 The Workforce
In order to maintain the Rochdale Canal in the city centre, the Trust draws upon
internal staff, contractors, volunteers and third parties.
5.1.1 Operational Maintenance Staff
Our operational staff responsible for maintenance conduct a wide range of which
include but are not limited to:
Water management
Litter removal (water &
towpath)
Towpath repairs
Banking repairs
Painting
Oiling & greasing lock gates
Flytipping removal
Bridge cleansing
Vegetation management
Weed spraying
Sign maintenance
Small leak investigations and
repairs
Top right: Our Community Boat ready to set sail
Middle right: a selection of the Operations
Team celebrating the Green Flag Award

Right: One of our operatives repairing a paddle at Lock 86
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Above: Two of our operatives repairing a paddle
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5.1.2 Asset Improvement Direct Services Staff
Our Direct Services staff are responsible for the high skilled and larger project
works which include but are not limited to:

Lock gate replacement
Large leak/relining work
Bridge repairs
Large banking repairs
Large towpath work

5.1.3 Reactive Response
Our specialised regional Reactive Response team do similar work to the Direct
Services team, but rather than work being driven by asset management, they are
predominantly driven by issues raised by the region as having an effect on the
service our customers receive.

Lock gate replacement
Large leak/relining work
Bridge repairs
Large banking repairs
Large towpath work
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5.1.3 Contractors

5.1.4 Volunteers

Our current two key contractors for
the area are Biffa Waste and
Fountains. Biffa take care of our skips
which is where all the litter from the
Green Flag site goes. We have various
skips located In Beswick, Stalybridge
and Rochdale.

Our volunteers help us with all
aspects of operational and
maintenance work. Some groups and
individuals work directly alongside
our staff, and some work
independently with sufficient support
from the Trust.

Fountains take care of our grass
cutting, cleaning and much of our
vegetation work such as trees and
hedges.

Our regular volunteers in the city are
but not limited to:

For Rochdale 9 (For9)
Individual lock keepers
Individual rangers
Manchester Community Boat
Corporate Days

Grass cutting
Tree work
Vegetation incl. weed management
Office and customer facility
cleaning
Waste removal
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5.2 Manchester
Community Boat
Project
Roles & Responsibilities
Our Manchester Community Boat
project is a programme of works led
by one of our Volunteer Leaders. Its
objective is to help make the city
Cleaner, Greener & Safer through
weekly programme of works with the
help of the community and our
Volunteers. Below is a list of roles and
responsibilities for the running of the
Manchester Community Boat Project.
It demonstrates what responsibilities
the Volunteer Team Leader assigned
to that project will be responsible for.
It assumes that the Volunteer Team
Leader (VTL) will deliver these works
with the help volunteers daily. It is
also an expectation that the VTL will
ensure that work is conducted safely,
to spec and done in a fully engaging
manner with the volunteers.
Volunteers will be directed to the
project and the assigned VTL should
do what they can to help promote the
project.
The Community Boat working hours
will be Monday to Friday 8am-4pm.
Note this is subject to small change
due to the nature of our work and
unforeseen priorities. For this reason,
booking for getting involve is
required. A day per month will also be
unavailable to enable the team to
perform admin duties such as
ordering materials. Where we have
bespoke weekend events, a day in the
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week may be unavailable due to rest
days.
Water Control
To be given priority and done at start
time. This should combat any
problems boaters usually experience
with water and give customers a
smoother experience. The valve at
Piccadilly basin should be utilised so
that the amount of water going over
the gates is reduced and cause
minimal problems for boats.
Grid Clearance
To be done in conjunction with water
control. All rubbish/debris removed to
be taken away and skipped.
Towpath Litter
The towpath needs to be clean at all
times. Three towpath dedicated
clearances have been scheduled per
week, but the towpath can also be
done whilst travelling between locks
when completing water control if
anything substantial is found.
Water Debris Removal
Two scheduled clearances per week.
A visual inspection should be carried
out prior to deem whether there is
enough debris and rubbish to warrant
moving the boat. The offside lights
(under bridges etc) should be cleaned
from dust, webs etc whilst completing
this task.
Bridge Cleansing
Underneath bridges need clearing of
rubbish, debris, and waste. The bridge
approaches and under bridges need
clearing and steam cleaning (full PPE
to be used). Graffiti will need
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removing or painting over where
necessary or possible. The lights
(under bridges etc) should be cleaned
from dust, webs etc whilst completing
this task.

Painting to be done in suitable
conditions. Areas in need of paint to
be identified by Volunteer Team
Leader, Area Operations Manager or
Team Leader.

Vegetation Removal

Reactive Work

Trees/branches to be removed from
wash walls, towpaths and walls. Moss
and grass to be removed from
towpath surfaces. Any other kind of
vegetation to be removed. Floating
Gardens to be maintained.

To be completed by Volunteer Team
Leader, with support from the wider
team if needed. Primarily, VTL is
responsible for any reactive work that
comes in and will need to resolve with
volunteers, unless support needed.

Pre-Planned Maintenance (PPM)

Events

To be completed as part of PPM
schedules according to SAP system
and to be delivered to specification
detailed in the maintenance
handbook.

Play a leading role in the delivery of

High Priority Notifications (HPN)

with any events VTL are assigned to
lead. Works will often include the
delivery of project work from the
Manchester Strategic Plan.
Updates

advance so any materials needed can
be ordered. This is important so that
Seasonal
During adverse weather i.e snow and
icy conditions, the towpath needs to
be made usable and safe i.e, digging
and rock salting. Access points to be
made safe to use.

Weekly updates will need to be sent
to Area Operations Manager and
Team Leaders so that notifications
can be raised and closed, to ensure
records are kept up to date.

Below: Manchester Community Boat Weekly Schedule

Monday

Task
Water Control

Task
Grid Clearance

Task
T/P Litter Removal

Task
Bridge/Wall/T/P
Cleansing

Tuesday

Water Control

Grid Clearance

Water Debris
Removal

Audits (when applicable)

Wednesday

Water Control

Grid Clearance

T/P Litter Removal

Seasonal Work (when
applicable)

Thursday

Water Control

Grid Clearance

Water Debris
Removal

PPM/HPN Work (when
applicable)

Friday

Water Control

Grid Clearance

T/P Litter Removal

Vegetation Removal
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5.3 Litter Bins
There are 7 litter bins on the canal in
this Green Flag submission area. All of
which are serviced daily by
Manchester City Council.
Should we experience any difficulties
with the bins, we have contacts within
the council to raise these issues.
The Trust are currently looking into
the feasibility of additional Smart Bins
that would allow a more efficient and
sustainable method of servicing.

5.4 Lighting
The street lighting on the canal in the
city is also council owned.
Maintenance is carried out by the
council periodically. Just like with the
bins, we have links with the council to
report defective lighting.
The council have recently upgraded
all lights to
not only consume less power but are
lower maintenance.
The Trust are currently liaising with
the Council over additional lighting
we would like to fund to not only
make the area feel safe, but make it
engaging. One such idea is lighting up
the bridge near Canal Street in
rainbow colours. This reflects the
vibrant LGBT community in the area.
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5.5 Water
Management
As operators of a water network we
have responsibilities both in relation
to the quantity of water and also the
quality of that water resource.
As mentioned earlier, the water
supply for the Rochdale Canal in the
city centre is fed by two main
sources.
One is the Rochdale summit itself,
whereby it takes its supply from
Chelburn reservoir and Hollingworth
Lake a little further down. This water
cascades down the system until it
reaches the city centre. The other
source is via the Ashton Canal which
in turn is fed by the Huddersfield
Narrow Canal and the Peak Forest
Canal.
Although the city centre can suffer
drought, operationally the bigger task
is to ensure that the area does not
flood with 3 canals ultimately
funnelling into the city. Critical to this
task is ensuring all the culverted biweirs in the city are clear and flowing
freely. This is a task that is conducted
every day.
The local team also have the facility
to discharge water from the Ashton
Canal at Piccadilly into the nearby
river should water levels overwhelm
the system.
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Through-out its path, the water on the
Rochdale Canal is managed and
controlled. This is to maximise its
potential for boat navigation, along
with providing for valuable
abstractions for differing parties and
organisations, whilst ensuring that the
environment along its length is
protected and enhanced.
The Trust aims to keep restrictions
and closures on our canals and rivers
to a minimum using a range of
approaches to ensure adequate
supplies of water in the network.
We aim to work with others to ensure
that the water quality is maintained at
environment for the many species
that depend on the water quality.
Over the past decade the Canal &
River Trust has made significant leaps
in the technology which allows it to
monitor and control water levels.

Above: Example of Scada page
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5.5.1 Monitoring water
A bespoke SCADA system
(Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition) has been designed by the
Canal & River Trust to help keep track
of water levels in the canals in real
time.
Nationally over 500 sensors, which
keep track of water levels and flows,
have been placed in strategic points
along the canals and on some
reservoirs. Anyone working for the
Trust can access SCADA and receive
the latest data on their computer or
mobile phone at any time, allowing an
instant reaction to any situation.
This can include high water levels
during flood events as well as low
water levels in the summer months.
The system can sense a drop in water
levels, send an alert and indicate a
possible problem. Often the cause of
a sudden drop in water levels is due
to vandalism at a lock or paddles left
open.
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Maintenance staff and hydrologists
utilise the Scada system regularly to
remotely look at levels, feeds, and
trends. This can help pinpoint where
action or focus is needed.
In parallel with the automated SCADA
system, weekly levels are taken at
additional locations along the canal,
and at the feed reservoirs, providing
both a manual back-up, and allowing
experienced water controllers on the
ground to fine tune control structures
(weirs and sluices).
Environment Teams also assess all
applications for discharging into
canal, and planned abstractions. This
reducing the level of risk on available
resources, whilst also providing a
level of protection to the local
environment.
5.5.2 Modelling and managing
water
By using data taken from manual
readings, the SCADA system, and
past years, the Water Management
Team can predict how long the
available water supply will last, how
they can best manage the water
there is and whether extra measures
such as temporary pumps need to be
used.
In addition, by looking at rainfall data
from as far back as 1920, the team
can gain an idea of what to expect in
the future. This then allows the Water
Management Team to produce
detailed weekly Water Budgets and
Strategies, to maximise and protect
resources over the drier periods of
the year. In addi
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reports are produced, highlighting
areas that may be at risk, allowing
pro-active measures to be put in
place.
The available water resources are
measured and monitored by the
m, with
weekly reports issued throughout the
year.
The quality of the water is measured
and monitored by the environment
agency.
Core Documents
•
•
•
•

Weekly Water Budgets
Weekly Reservoir Reports
Weekly Water Resource Risk
Indicator (WRRI) Report
Surface Water Discharge
Application Process

An insight as to how we manage our
water can be found here.
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5.6 Flytipping
Any instances of flytipping are given
a priority of 24 hours (if accessible)
and these are cleared by the local
operations team. The Rochdale
Canal in the city centre does not
really suffer flytipping, although we
deal with daily litter.

5.7 Vegetation Works
Major vegetation works are carried
out by our Framework Contractors.
Around £7m is allocated to vegetation
management each year across our
network. Our management of
vegetation aims to respond to
sensitively to character and level of
use as well as statutory influences
arising from safety, wildlife and other
legislation.
The local operations team carry out
audits to ensure any work
undertaken by our contractors is to
the desired standard.
However, vegetation work carried
out by contractors in the city is very
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limited. Vegetation work in the city
centre is carried out via the local
operations team, often through the
Manchester Community Boat
project.
Example Works
Some example of works carried out
over the past 18 months alongside our
volunteers in the city:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building and installing planters
Installation of floating gardens
Painting
Weed spraying
Reach pole installation
Jet washing/Steam cleaning
Litter removal
Graffiti removal
Creation of pocket garden
Litter and debris removal
Installation of new signs
Towpath repairs
Vegetation removal

Environmental management

6. Environmental
management
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6.1 Environment
Whilst we have the opportunity to
enhance the ecological aspects of
our waterways, we also face the
challenge of managing and
influencing a number of external
threats to those features that our
visitors value most highly.
These include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Litter
Dog fouling
Fly-tipping
Graffiti/Vandalism
Pollution
Drug paraphernalia
Human waste
Degradation neighbouring site
we do not own or control.

In the Green Flag proposal area, we
respond in a timely fashion to tackling
these issues, predominantly utilising
our city centre dedicated staff with
the support of the wider team. For
issues such as drug paraphernalia,
human waste, and homelessness, we
have established good contacts
within the local authority and local
organisations who can help.
We do also seek to educate and
influence the behaviour of our visitors
to minimise the negative
environmental impacts through
events, media and education.
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At Canal & River Trust, conservation is
a core part of our business. Almost
every activity we undertake is related
in some way to the environment of
the waterways. As such we have a
formal Environmental Management
System consistent with the principles
of ISO 14001, but are not formally
accredited.
The environmental impacts of all the
Trusts activities are appraised in
accordance with the requirements of
the Environmental Management
System Standard and our statutory
duties.
An environmental appraisal is required
for all activities including maintenance
and major works, but also other
activities such as water control,
procurement, facilities management,
regeneration projects, utilities and
estates agreements, property
development, consenting any third
party works (including new moorings
and marinas) and visitor management
or events. The Environmental
Appraisal process ensures that the
Trust complies with relevant
environmental and heritage legislation
and identifies appropriate
improvements that can be delivered
through the activity to benefit the
waterways environment.
Appendix 5 is an example of an
environmental appraisal.

Environmental management

Above: our Environmental Management Processes form part of everything we do.

6.2 Sustainability Statement
details our approach to environmental
impact. Within this, the Trust has
to promote:

•

Reduction in carbon emissions
arising from energy use and
travel

•

Procurement and use of
sustainable resources

•

Sustainable waste management
practices and reduction in
waste going to landfill.

This plan identifies how we manage
our vehicles and logistics to reduce
the carbon impact of travel.
Change resilience, such as droughts
and flooding, is detailed in section 18

We continually seek ways to recycle
and re-use our own operational waste.
This includes recycling old lock gates
into benches through to using
dredged material locally as bank
enhancement.

promote reduction in carbon emissions arising from
energy use and travel, procurement and use of sustainable
resources, sustainable waste management practices and
reduction in waste going to landfill. More information on
the Green Plan can be found on our website.
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6.3 Waste
Where appropriate we arrange
provision for the collection of waste
but recognise that with a long linear
infrastructure, much of it remote from
access, due regard must be given to
the logistics of emptying such
receptacles. We do work in
partnerships with others (e.g. Local
Councils) in that provision. We work
ensure that any shopping trolleys that
are retrieved are recycled.
For our own waste we apply the
principles of reduce, reuse, recycle,
replace, to minimise the amount of
our waste that goes to landfill. At our
operational depot in Stalybridge, we
have introduced provision for waste
segregation such as dry mix recycling
and separating out metals and
hazardous waste. For our boating
customers we offer recycling
facilities locally at Wool Road and
Grove Road.

6.4 Environmental
Incidents
Environmental incidents are
unplanned events or occurrences that
impact, or have the potential to
impact, upon the environment and/or
persons using the environment.
To minimise potential harm to the
environment and people from
environmental incidents, we need to
respond in a timely and effective
manner. For this reason, all staff have
the capability of raising an incident
notification, so that relevant teams
are made aware as soon as possible.
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These incidents are managed through
co-ordinated response within the
Region, including the local Operations
team, supported with technical advice
from our Ecologists and
Environmental Scientists. We also
need to consider what actions might
be taken to prevent such incidents
from happening again. It may be
necessary for us to report some
significant incidents to the
Environmental Regulator or Local
Authority.
Thankfully, we have limited numbers
of adverse environmental incidents.
Where they occur, they are logged
within our incident management
software and taken towards
resolution.

6.5 Vegetation
Management
Vegetation management is one of
many aspects of waterway
management where the Trust
endeavours to balance various and
sometimes conflicting requirements
for safety, conservation of the
natural and built environment, and
recreational activity in a costeffective manner. Our management
aims to respond sensitively to
waterway character and level of use
as well as statutory influences arising
from safety, wildlife, and other
legislation.
Vegetation management is a key
concern for our customers and we
publish information on the approach
that we adopt on our website which
can be accessed here.

Environmental management

Tree Management
We estimate that the Trust owns
around one million trees. We
regularly survey the condition of our
trees to identify remedial works
required to prevent harm to the
public resulting from fallen trees or
fallen limbs. A risk-based approach is
taken to prioritise the most
hazardous trees in the areas of
highest use and tree zones are
allocated as such. Tree management
is undertaken in an environmentally
friendly manner wherever possible.
Unless work has been identified as
being urgent (on safety grounds) we
plan a programme of work to be
carried out each winter starting in
October and ceasing by the end of
February to avoid conflicting with
the nesting bird period. The
programme delivers the most urgent
tree maintenance recommendations.

Hedges
On the canal in the city there are no
hedges. In the wider network where
we have hedgerows, we conduct
regular maintenance to ensure that
our towpaths remain passable and
safe. Our hedgerows are cut
annually between October and
February to avoid conflicting with
nesting bird season. Options such as
hedge-laying, coppicing, gapping up
and planting are considered and
implemented where possible. We
have recently undertaken hedgelaying training for local teams and
volunteers.
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Invasive Weed Control
Several invasive plant species have
been recorded on our waterways.
Some species have the potential to
significantly affect the safe use of
our waterways by impacting upon
navigation and/or operational water
supply. Others pose a threat to
native biodiversity and, in some
cases, human health.

Our approach to the management of
invasive plants is guided by internal
processes for Invasive Weed
Recording and Management and the
Use of Pesticides. We do not have
sufficient resources to deal with all
the invasive plants recorded on our
estate, so we adopt a risk-based
approach to prioritise their control,
targeting those which pose the
greatest threat to health and safety
and the operation and enjoyment of
our waterways.
Most of our high-priority invasive
species plant control is undertaken
by our national contractor and
comprises chemical and/or
mechanical treatment. The
management of some of the lower
priority invasive species is achieved
working in partnership with local
volunteers, community groups and
local Rivers Trusts focusing on a
catchment-based approach (e.g.
Himalayan Balsam work-parties).

Environmental management

Local Plans / Local Operating Controls

•
•

Waste Management: North West Region Waterway
2019.

Core Documents
National Policy / Procedure / Process:
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•
•
•
•
•

Natural Environment Policy approved by Trustees

•
•
•

Mandatory Process: Badgers and Embankments

Mandatory Process: Natural Environment Management System
Mandatory Process: Environmental Appraisal
Mandatory Process: Use of Pesticides
Mandatory Process: Management of hazards associated with Algae and
BlueGreen Algae Blooms
Approved Process: Pollution Response
Internal Process: Environmental Incidents Toolbox Talk

Biodiversity, landscape & heritage

7. Biodiversity,
landscape &
heritage
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The Trust published its first Outcomes Report in September 2017 to
demonstrate and evidence how its waterways are
making specific reference to Waterways
economic, social, environmental and cultural wellbeing of the nation.
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Protected Nature Sites
In recognition of its conservation
value, many parts of our network
have been designated as protected
nature sites. The Canal & River Trust
owns / part owns:

•
•
•
•
•

1,000+ wildlife conservation
sites
59 Sites of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSIs)
18 European Natura 2000
Sites
600 miles of hedgerow
400 miles of Conservation
Area

Although our waterways were not
originally constructed for wildlife,
they have now become an important
part of our countryside providing the
much-needed habitat to support a
wide variety of flora and fauna, some
of which are now quite rare or
threatened and protected such as:

Above: Floating Water Plantain (Luronium Natans)

Above: European Water Vole (Arvicola Amphibius)

Above: European Otter (Lutra Lutra)

Above: Common Kingfisher (Alcedo Atthis)
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7.1 Biodiversity
The Trust is committed to promoting
the conservation of biodiversity and
raising awareness, and we regularly
work in partnership with other
organisations and volunteers to help
deliver biodiversity gains.
We have dedicated programmes to
enhance the quality of the waterway
environment and have developed
innovative ways of retaining and
creating biodiverse habitats that will
benefit a wide range of species. For
example, soft bank protection is
favoured where practical, as it is
suitable for water voles, as well as
providing an excellent breeding
ground for aquatic insects and fish.
This in turn creates great hunting
grounds for kingfishers and otters,
two top predators of the waterways.
In order to protect our valuable
biodiversity, the North West has a
dedicated team of highly qualified
environmental scientists and
ecologists. At the Trust, conservation
is a core part of our business and
almost every activity we undertake is
related in some way to the waterway
environment. As such we have a
formal Environmental Management
System consistent with the principles
of ISO 14001 - but not formally
accredited.

nation. This heritage comprises the
structures, landscape, setting and
context of the waterways, museum
collections, archives, historic vessels,
and associated skills.
Canal & River Trust is responsible for
estates and the third largest
collection of heritage assets in Great
Britain, after the Church of England
and the National Trust. These include
buildings, bridges, aqueducts, locks,
mileposts.
In recognition of this, one of the
principal Charitable Objects of the
Trust is:

public benefit sites, objects and
buildings of archaeological,
architectural, engineering or
historic interest on, in the
vicinity of, or otherwise
associated with inland
In furtherance of its charitable duties,
the Trust has adopted the following
six principles.
We will:
•

7.2 Heritage
Canal & River Trust recognises that its
waterways are a national asset of
emergence as the first industrial
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•

Base our policies and practice
on a sound understanding and
recognition of the history and
significance of the waterways
heritage.
Apply the optimum
conservation standards to
maintain the integrity and

Biodiversity, landscape & heritage

•
•

•

•

•

authenticity of our heritage
assets.
Accept a presumption in favour
of conservation of these
heritage assets, while
recognising the wider aims,
objectives, and resources of
the Trust.
Work with others to secure the
conservation of the wider
context and setting of our
waterways.
Benchmark and report on our
heritage conservation
performance at regular
intervals.
Maintain a Heritage Advisory
Committee to advise us on our
policies and to monitor
performance.

standards for works of repair to
heritage assets (i.e. historic waterway
buildings and structures). The
purpose of these standards is to
ensure a consistent, approved
approach to practical heritage
conservation on the Canal & River
Trust estate. Approved process can
be found here.
This process is under review to
ensure its alignment within the new
organisational structure.
Canal & River Trust give all its
heritage assets, whether designated
(i.e. legally protected) or nondesignated, the same level of
beneficial treatment. Most of the
locks are listed in the city, but even
non designated assets are treated as
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if they had given the curtilage and
proximity.
The process is applied for:

•

Contract Works, both Major
and Minor

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Works Programme
Emergency works
3rd party
Non-operation property
Development of property
SCADA
Utility
Operational property

Non-compliance
All incidents of non-compliance will
be recorded on our incident tracking
database. Unauthorised works to
designated assets will be reported to
the head of heritage who will
investigate and ensure remedial
action. Serious incidents and any
instance of statutory non-compliance
will be reported to Directors.
At the time of writing this, Historic
England is consulting on the creation
of a National Listed Building Consent
Order for the Trust. If granted, this
will profoundly change our approach
in management, making us relatively
self-regulating. It is likely that
processes referred to in this plan will
change during its life.
Our heritage reports can be found
here.

Biodiversity, landscape & heritage

Almost all works to heritage assets,
apart from minor repair or
maintenance will require some form
of assessment, including an
Environmental Appraisal with
supporting photographs (before,
during, after). An appraisal may well
point the way to further assessment,
including one of the following:

•
•

•
•

Heritage impact assessment
A full heritage assessment
(sometimes referred to as a
heritage study or heritage
survey)
A conservation statement

A conservation management
In addition, the heritage works
processes detailed are applied. These
include best practice guidance on
repairs to heritage structures
including the use of lime mortars and
pointing, timber repairs, ironwork
repairs and graffiti removal.
Routine checks responsible line
managers will monitor compliance
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with the approved processes vis our
in-house monitoring software.
Operations compliance the heritage
team will perform four heritage
compliance checks annually and
report these to the Operations
Director.
Heritage report Nationally an annual
Heritage report will summarise the
progress in meeting the objectives of
the heritage management process
Heritage.
The Greater Manchester Heritage
Partnership Agreement (HPA) covers
the Manchester Plan area. The HPA is
based around a traffic light system of
agreed works to our structures that
are listed buildings, categorised in
terms of requiring consent (red),
agreement first from local authority)
or permitted works (green).

Biodiversity, landscape & heritage

7.2.1 Listed Building Consent
The Trust owns and manages more
than 2700 listed buildings, and we are
the 3rd largest custodian of historic
assets in the UK after the Church of
England and the National Trust.
The Rochdale Canal in Manchester
has a rich and unique collection of
assets dating for the most part from
the pioneering years of the Industrial
Revolution which began in England
over 200 years ago.
The waterway network is credited as
the first mass movement transport
system, without it there is no doubt
have been later, and perhaps would
instead have been led by another
Nation.
Canals were funded by limited liability
companies and Acts of Parliament
were needed to give compulsory
purchase powers and to authorise the
raising of capital by share issues.

brings it under the consideration of
the planning system, so that it can be
protected for future generations.
In general terms Listed building
consent is required for all works of
demolition, alteration or extension to
a listed building that affect its
character as a building of
special architectural or historic
interest. It is a criminal offence not to
seek consent when it is required and
not knowing a building is listed is no
defence. An application for listed
building consent is made to, and
determined by, the local planning
authority under the terms set out in
the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF). This for the
Rochdale Canal in the city is
Manchester City Council (MCC)
If alterations are required as part of

The historic importance of these
assets is recognised by their inclusion
in the National Heritage List for

Listed assets in the city, a Listed
Building Application will be submitted,
justifying why the works are
necessary and how we propose to
carry them out in the most
sympathetic and sustainable way.
Engineers, Area Operations Managers
and Heritage Advisors work closely to
produce detailed drawings and
specifications which can be approved
by the Local Planning Authority
(MCC) and used to deliver the works.

celebrates a building's special
architectural and historic interest and

See Appendix 6 For list of designated
listed structures for this site.

Locks were built to overcome
changes in level, streams were
conducted under the canal in
culverts, severed rights of way and
landholdings were provided with
bridges, and canals prospered at first
and fortunes were made
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Some of the listed heritage features at this site. Please note: photos were taken
some time ago and much has changed in the surrounding area.

Top Left: stone mason marks
on the lock wall
Top right: mooring bollard at
Lock 92
Middle right: a view of the canal
pound alongside Canal Street
with the old Lock Keepers
cottage in the distance
Bottom right: capstan
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8. Community
Involvement
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8.1 Volunteering
We seek to convert those who visit
and use our waterways, into more
loyal supporters of our organisation
through our programme of volunteers
and adoptions.
Our aim is to develop richer
relationships with our partners,
volunteers, and communities in which
we work. Striving for long term
sustainable relationships which deliver
quality outputs and measurable
benefits for the waterways and the
communities who live around them.

centre flight of locks plus our
maintenance volunteers who form a
core for the Manchester Community
Boat project. We also have volunteers
who are trained helmsman, meaning
they can steer our work boat an
essential aid to making the
Community Boat a possibility.

Locally we have several volunteer lock
keepers on the Manchester city
8.1.1 Friends of Rochdale 9
Adoption

Above: Volunteer Lock Keeper, Ian McCarthy

The Manchester City centre site is voluntarily
adopted by the Friends of Rochdale 9 (FoR9),
a group of likeminded, local people looking to
make a difference to the canal in their city.
The group perform tasks to supplement the
work we do with our Community Boat
project. These include creating green spaces
and maintaining them to encourage
biodiversity and the local community to use
the space for wellbeing. They help maintain a
clean and healthy environment in the form of
litter picking, create visual impact through art
of the Rochdale Canal with heritage walks.
They regularly meet once a month under
normal circumstances with special events
taking place occasionally.

What are adoptions?
Locally based community groups
and companies can adopt a
section of canal, both short and
longer term. This means they will
work with us to care for a section
of canal regularly and really get to
see it improve. Adoptions are a
way of formalising a partnership
with the Trust, but they are not
legally binding. We jointly plan the
work a group can take on based
on their and our aspirations for
the area and the level of support
we can offer.

More information on FoR9 can be found at http://www.for9.org.uk/.
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8.1.2 Manchester Activity Days
We organise monthly call-to-arms
days in Manchester to attract new
volunteers and local businesses to
get involved in helping us
transform the space. Tasks involve
painting, gardening, and litter
picking. Going forward, this will be
used as an opportunity to deliver
the exciting projects that we have
planned. The activity days also
offer an opportunity to Trust office
staff to get out of the office and on
to the bank. So far on the activity
days we have installed new
signage, re-painted railings, created raised planters, cobbled garden, and of course
our general lock and towpath maintenance.

8.4 Engagement
We can only achieve our goals with the help and dedication of our volunteers
therefore, volunteer satisfaction is key. Our volunteers are asked to complete
surveys so that we can measure and monitor satisfaction and listen to their
feedback and suggestions on how we can do better.

Employee and engagement measures
Employee engagement
(those answering positively to six key
engagement measures)
Volunteer engagement
(previously measured for propensity to
recommend)
Volunteer hours
People aware of the Trust
Friends actively donating to the Trust each month
Diversity % employees Black, Asian and minority
ethnic
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2018/19
Actual

2019/20
Actual

2019/20
Target

65%

66%

68%

-

71%

80%

671,800
44%
28,600
3.2%

705,704
46%
30,049
4.6%

725,000
45%
35,000
6.5%

Community Involvement

8.4
Our Urban Engagement Manager has worked on an online programme to engage
people to use the waterway in Manchester to connect with nature and the
outdoors on their doorstep. It is a four-week programme with online, interactive
sessions from a qualified mindfulness practitioner with the aim of making people
more mindful when out in nature and help them to reduce anxiety and stress whilst
walking.
8.4.2 Manchester Pride Festival
To celebrate the most recent
Manchester Pride festival we
transformed our historic lock gates
and bridges with rainbow colours. The
Rochdale Canal is one of the main
village. Volunteers worked hard to
ensure the canal was in top condition
and ready for the day. The Trust
hosted a performance on a floating
pontoon situated on the canal at
Canal Street and took part in the
procession.

Right: Trust staff at Lock 87
during the pride festival
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8.5 Volunteers at Work

63

volunteer
sessions

1,806

£21,482
72

volunteer
monetary value

volunteer
hours

Community Involvement

Community Objectives
• To develop deeper
relationships with our partners,
volunteers and communities in
which we work.
• Strive for long term sustainable
relationships which deliver
quality outputs and measurable
benefit for the waterways and
the communities who live
around them.
• Provide individuals and
communities with
opportunities to work
alongside our people to gain a
better understanding of the
Trust and our cause.
• Our 10 year ambition is for the
Trust to be regarded as an
established and trusted
volunteering charity which is
capable of attracting and
retaining over 10,000 regular
volunteers, contributing over
120,000 days to waterway
management, conservation,
promotion and restoration by
2022.
• We will provide suitable
opportunities for our
stakeholders to provide
feedback to us on a regular
basis.
• We will expand our FRIENDS
Scheme to encourage regular
support and financial donations
to the Trust.
Where possible, we aim to increase
engagement (both direct and indirect)
with everyone who uses the towpath
and waterway. We do this through a
range of different routes such as,
user forums, open days, organised
walks, educational programmes,
involvement in local festivals and
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events, campaigns, partnerships,
welcome stations on-line (social
media and website), public notice
boards and direct face to face
contact on the towpath.
Where necessary we will hold specific
consultations to gain a wider view of
communities who may be affected by
any changes being made. We will do
this within community buildings, so
we can ensure we have reached a
wider audience and more specifically
with those who may not be in touch
with their local waterway.
Due to the nature of our work, there
is often a balance between managing
expectation and need, therefore trust
and communication is key to
managing such expectations. Whilst
everyone all the time, we will always
strive to be open and transparent in
how we feedback any decisions
made.
We have a local volunteer coordinator to help maximise the
number of volunteers on the network
and to ensure that they obtain
maximum satisfaction from their
involvement.
At local level we hold regional
forums twice a year to give the canal
users and volunteers an opportunity
to feedback their experiences of the
network. The Manchester team also
hold monthly Volunteer Team Talks to
share news about the Trust, schemes,
and work programmes, along with
listening to their feedback.

Community Involvement

Community Key Performance
Indicators
Our 10 year ambition is for the Trust
to be regarded as an established and
trusted volunteering charity which is
capable of attracting and retaining
over 10,000 regular volunteers,
contributing over 120,000 days to
maintenance of the network,
conservation, promotion and
restoration by 2022.
We are currently supported by our
formal adoption group (FOR9),
Manchester Community Boat
participants, Manchester Activity
Days, corporate days and volunteer
lock keepers.
These groups provide a wide range of
skills and time to the area they care
for
We want to develop further adoptions
well beyond the city centre in order

Waterway measures
Boating customer satisfaction
Visitor satisfaction
Regular visitor numbers to reach
each fortnight (from our monthly
surveys)
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to create a fantastic well maintained
route in and out of the city.
We wish to increase satisfaction
levels across all our volunteers and
groups.
During 2019* our volunteers in
Manchester gave 1806 hours of their
time dedicated to helping us make
improvements to the Canal and
communities it serves.
*2020 was an exceptional year due to the Coronavirus
Pandemic

Core Documents
•

Canal & River Trust has a
dedicated section on how to
get involved with us, on the
web-site.
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/v
olunteer

2018/19
Actual
61%
92%
4.1m

2019/20
Actual
67%
87%
9.2m

2019/20
Target
73%
92%
4.3m

Marketing & communication

9. Marketing &
communication
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9.1 Visitor Information
We have several channels by which
we promote our activities and provide
information for visitors. These range
from local signage and interpretation
to a comprehensive web and social
media presence where we promote
our more high-profile locations.
The Trust maintains a well-resourced
visitor section on its website
including a
feature which is postcode
searchable for local attractions/areas
of interest.
Our events can also be found on the
website under our Events Calendar
pages. This is really helpful for anyone
wishing to be involved or spend a day
out with the family.
We have a local page which shows
you what the Trust has to offer in
your local area.

Greater Manchester and
down into leafy Cheshire,
our waters flow through
northern powerhouse
towns and open
countryside, wild and
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Locally we advertise our events
through a number of channels:
•

•

•
•

•

Posters in our information
boards, welcome stations
and services facilities
Posters in local shops, post
centres, libraries
On our website
Through twitter using
local hashtags to target
local audiences
Promotion through our
he

The Trust is also developing its
standards for destination
management, we will adopt these for
the Hidden Gem sites when these are
available.

Marketing & communication

9.2 Getting in touch
Visitors can contact Canal & River Trust via our Customers
Services telephone line, website contact form, Twitter,
Facebook, live chat or via post at our head office.
Contact Us
Head Office
Canal & River Trust
First Floor North, Station House
500 Elder Gate
Milton Keynes
MK9 1BB
Telephone Customer Services 03030404040
Monday Friday, 8am 9pm
Saturday & Bank Holidays, 8am
Sundays, 9am 7pm

7pm

In case of emergencies out of hours we have a 24hr
emergency contact number 0800 47 999 47
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9.2.1 Complaints
We recognise that not all visitor and
user experiences may be fully
positive, and the Trust has a
developed formal process for dealing
with complaints.
We actively encourage waterway
visitors to use our complaints
procedure so that issues and
concerns can be raised with the
addressed appropriately. There are
two levels to the process.
The first level is dealt with via the
customer services team at our
regional offices (0303 040 4040) or
via our website contact form at
Contact Us.
If the complaint has not been
satisfactorily resolved at the first level
it can be elevated to the Trust head
office at Canal & River Trust, First
Floor North, Station House, 500 Elder
Gate, Milton Keynes MK9 1BB.
The correspondence will be passed
on, with any other supporting
executive directors or appointed
senior managers who do not have
direct line management responsibility
for the area of the complaint. This
helps to ensure that concerns are
dealt with fairly and on the merits of
the case.
Whilst we strive to resolve concerns
or complaints internally, customers
may refer their complaint to the
Waterways Ombudsman for
consideration. The Ombudsman is
independent and impartial.
(www.waterways-ombudsman.org)
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9.3 Social Media
The trust plays an active role on
social media predominantly using the
Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube
platforms.
These media channels are an
opportunity for us to engage with the
public and for them to engage with
us. They are used to promote the
exciting work and opportunities we
are creating along with a place for our
customers to bring issues to our
attention.
Twitter is arguably one of the main
platforms for us and for this reason,
we not only have a national account,
but we also have a North West one
too.

Above: Well-B

9.3 Signage
In Manchester we have updated our
welcome signage in-line with our
rebrand and are now looking at
suitable locations for one or two
notice boards to promote the canal
and the communities that help
maintain it.
Primary destination sites within the
local area include Dukes 92,
Deansgate, Tib Lock & Canal Street.

9.4 The Source
Our internal newspaper shared the
fantastic news of our Green Flag
accreditation on its front page.

The Trust are also keen to develop
and utilise video media as it has
proved to be well received and
effective. The Trust have their own
YouTube channel which has a number
of videos including the advertising
campaign shown on television
videos on local wildlife, events, repair
works to historic structures, awards
and many more.
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10.1 Management of
our Network and
Assets
Our objective is to make a difference
to the communities serve. We aim to
make sure our waterways are
repaired and in a safe condition, but
we also want them to be vibrant and
at the centre of communities alive
with people, boats, wildlife and
activity.
We believe that our waterways can
define the character and personality
of Manchester, something that
explains its history and makes it
special today.
And we work hard to ensure our
waterways provide a unique
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Living waterways
transform places and
enrich lives

environment in the city for
recreation, relaxation, and wellbeing.
In order to achieve this, first of all we
need to ensure that none of our
assets present a risk to our users, or
our staff, and our volunteers.

Management

10.2 Asset management
10.2.1 Background and Context
The canal infrastructure is extensive,
widely varied in its scope and in many
cases is some hundreds of years old.
The scope of our Asset/Infrastructure
Management and Maintenance
activities encompasses not only the
canal itself and the associated
structures (bridges, locks etc)
We also operate a maintenance
regime to ensure all the operational
plant and equipment satisfies our
legal obligations and is fit for use.
10.2.2 Objectives and Principles
Our objective is to ensure that none
of our assets present a risk to our
users, or our staff, and that we ensure
maximum availability of the free
passage of the network.
In doing so we adopt a risk
management approach where asset
condition is combined with an
assessment of the consequence of
failure to generate an overall risk
score. It is this aspect that drives our
work prioritisation and our budgetary
process.
10.2.3 Management Systems and
Processes.
The infrastructure is split into
Principal and Non-Principal Assets, all
of which are individually referenced
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and managed via a comprehensive
GIS database.
The Principal Assets include both the
key operational structures, the failure
of which would lead to major
disruption. The Non-Principal Assets
comprise the other important
infrastructure elements e.g. Towpaths.
The Principal Assets are allocated
both a condition grade and a
consequence of failure score.
The Conditions Grades vary from A:
Very good to E: Bad - about to
collapse/ fail in short space of time
(<5 years)
The Consequences of Failure are
ranked from 5 multiple deaths (e.g
widespread flooding of urban area) to
1 (single minor injury)
These assets are Inspected on a riskbased cycle and associated
inspection reports produced.
The Rochdale Canal has a local
maintenance team who periodically
carry out cyclic maintenance to
assets such as locks, weirs, culverts,
and aqueducts. Volunteers from the
community and local businesses
regularly help with these tasks also,
giving them a sense of ownership and
developing their knowledge on how
the canal works.

Management

A comprehensive inspection regime is in place for the assets, outlined below. The
inspection frequency reflects the current condition grade and the consequence of
failure.

Length Inspection: A bi-monthly
walkover visual inspection for
change and operability.
Recorded electronically (iPad),
notifications for maintenance are
created in SAP. This is carried
out by Asset Inspections
Operative, dedicated to the role.

Annual inspection: This is a more
detailed annual review by Asset
Inspections Operative and
Engineer. Often sailed through on
a boat to go through and validate
recorded Length Inspections.

Principal Inspection: 3 years to
20 years cycle of Principal
Assets only (unless specifically
requested). The cycle based on
risk matrix and only done by a
certified Inspector.
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10.2.4 Key Performance Indicators
In line with the obligations of our
Grant Agreement with Defra, our
asset management performance is
currently assessed and reported
annually against a suite of defined
measures known as the Publication
Data (Canal & River Trust Annual
Report & Accounts). Several of the
measures relate to the condition of
our assets which are graded from A
to E, where A represents an asset in
prime condition and E represents a
seriously deteriorated asset.
10.2.5 Non-Principal Assets
The non-principal assets are primarily
towpaths. These are divided up into
1km lengths, each of which is
allocated a condition grade.
Defra Waterway targets
waterways/assets

For the Rochdale Canal there are 63
identified canal lengths.
The Rochdale Canal has several local
volunteer groups and adoption
scheme who help us improve the
condition of some of these assets
through improving access, usability
and aesthetical improvements on the
canal in their communities.
We also have an increasing number of
local companies wishing to help us
improve conditions around the
curtilage of their place of work. Our
local teamwork with these companies
to improve the Rochdale canal in the
city.

improving our

Towpath condition Grade C or better a
Principal assets grade C or better a
Condition of flood management assets grade C or
better a
Waterway measures
Boating customer satisfaction
Visitor satisfaction
Regular visitor numbers to reach
each fortnight (from our
monthly surveys) b
Public safety measure number of reported
incidents on our network
Internal safety measure accident frequency
rate expressed as number of accidents per
100,000 hours worked
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2018/19 2019/20
Actual
Actual
80.8%
86.8%
99.0%

81.2%
87.1%
99.2%

2018/19
Actual
61%
92%
4.1m

2019/20
Actual
67%
87%
9.2m

2019/20
Target
>80%
>86.5%
>99%
2019/20
Target
73%
92%
4.3m

34

17

27

0.29

0.22

0.15

Management

The green cells in table 1 indicate results that are better than the Defra thresholds.
Performance since 2012 has been positive and there has been a continual year on
year reduction in the number of condition D and E Principal Assets.

Prioritising works
Following each inspection cycle the newly
identified maintenance tasks are reviewed by the
engineering team, assessed for priority/ urgency
of repair requirement; and put to the programme
planning team for appropriate action.
The programme team determine the schedule of
works and issue this to the maintenance teams for
action in priority order.
Customer Service Inspections
We operate a further level of inspection which
focuses on the serviceability of the assets against
some defined user operability/acceptance criteria
(as opposed to mechanical and structural integrity).
A programme of improvement works is annually
produced locally, based on usability and
satisfaction from a customer focussed
perspective.
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Plan Targets
We will manage and
maintain our principal
assets such that the %
graded D and E remain less
than 23%.
Work with our currently
established volunteering
groups and partners to
improve the towpath
conditions.
Deliver 90% of the
Customer Service
Inspection programme

Management

10.3 Monitor & review of the management plan
This Green Flag Management plan
covers from 2021 to 2023. However,
we are mindful that this is a working
document that during that time
period will evolve.
10.3.1 Use of the Management
Plan
This plan will accompany our current
work programmes and strategic plans
in order to deliver our aspirations for
the city. It will also help determine
future business plans in terms of
resources and funding.
The plan may also be used to engage
with other stakeholders in order to
share our vision from the area and in
some cases, allow them to contribute
as to what they feel would be best for
the city.
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10.3.2 Review of the Plan
The local Area Operations Manager
will continually refer to the plan
throughout the year in order to
ensure that we remain on track to
develop the site and develop are
Green Flag area.
Each year, the Area Operations
Manager will call a meeting for the
Manchester Stakeholder Group to
discuss and review the plan. At this
meeting, the action plan will be
updated on progress and any issues
or delivery failures will be identified in
order to make improvements or reevaluate whether the actions are still
feasible or relevant.
Once the plan has been reviewed and
updated, it will be used for
subsequent resubmissions and
extensions.
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11. Plan targets
2021-2023
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Plan targets 2021-2023

A Welcoming
Place

Barrier Planters

•
•

Living Walls
Floating Gardens

•
•
•
•

New Signage

•

Innovative Lighting

•
•

•

Healthy, Safe &
Secure

inject colour into the canal
corridor.
Find suitable walls to trial living walls.
Introduce greenery and colour
Continue to expand on the floating
garden project at suitable locations.
Ongoing maintenance of floating
gardens.
Create and install engaging new
signs.
Look at waymarking signage.
Look at new dual purpose lighting
schemes such as lighting up
bridges.
Lighting projections onto walls,
water, and buildings.
Trial some urban art on walls known
for graffiti
Create more towpath planters for
added greenery and colour
Continue to play a prominent role in
the Manchester Water Safety
Partnership.
Explore potential for safety specific
lighting such as lights in the towpath
and at access/egress points.

Urban Art

•

Planters

•

Water Safety

•

Safety Lighting &
Waymarking

•

Water Safety
Campaigns &
Education
Volunteer Safety

•

Continue to work with local
organisations and stakeholders to
promote water safety in the city.

•

Continue with toolbox
talks for tasks undertaken by
volunteers.
Carry out a minimum of 2 Safety
Audits on the volunteers through
the period of this plan
Conduct Visitor Risk Assessments
where appropriate.
Continue to improve and repair
towpath condition.
Continue with weekly cleansing
programme.
City centre dedicated staff and
volunteers to deliver weekly
cleansing programme.

•

Visitor Safety

•
•
•

Weekly Cleansing
Programme
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Soften the look of safety barriers
with planters.

•

Plan targets 2021-2023

General
Maintenance
Smart Bins

•
•
•
•
•

Quality

•

Biodiversity,
Landscape &
Heritage

Increase
Biodiversity

•

Community
Involvement

Volunteer
Satisfaction

Well Maintained
and Clean

Environmental
Management

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Events

•

•
•

Marketing &
Communications
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Signage

•
•

Social Media

•

Events

•
•

Planned Maintenance
High Priority Notifications
Reactive Response
Water Control
Continue to explore benefits and
feasibility of smart bins in the city.
Carry out a minimum of 4 audits
through the plan period on
vegetation works carried out by our
Contractors
Look to increase biodiversity
through careful selection of
pollinating plants for planters and
floating gardens.
Look at possibility of bee and bug
hotels.
Maintain volunteer satisfaction
above 90%.
Involve city centre volunteers in
Volunteer Team Talks.
Involve volunteers as a stakeholder
when looking at ideas, projects and
improvements.
Increase the number of volunteer
days by 10%
Hold 2 user forums per year
with their experience and would
strongly recommend it to others
(Measured quarterly)
Monthly 'Call To Arms' Days.
Invite local stakeholders onto the
Manchester Community Boat.
Trust staff to engage with city wide
events and programmes.
Continue with Corporate Days for
local businesses.
Erect information board on the
Rochdale 9.
Continue to install temporary safety
campaign signage.
Promote the great work we are
doing in the city.
Promote events and campaigns.
Set up regular fundraisers in the city
to talk to people about the work we
are doing in the area.
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11.1 Achievements 2020
2020 has naturally been a challenging year and many of our plans and work had to
be halted due to the pandemic. Volunteering was also halted which made the
challenge greater. However, we did still find success and progress in some of our
targets:

A Welcoming
Place

Barrier
Planters
Floating
Gardens
New Signage

•

Innovative
Lighting

•

•
•

•

Healthy, Safe &
Secure

Well Maintained
and Clean

Urban Art

•

Water Safety

•

Volunteer
Safety
Visitor Safety

•

Weekly
Cleansing
Programme

•
•
•
•
•
•

General
Maintenance

Biodiversity
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Increase
Biodiversity

•
•
•

Planters and materials purchased.
Installation Spring 21
6 additional floating gardens procured and
installed between Locks 88-87
New signage installed. Still some more to do
on this.
Meetings held with city council. Proposals
also tabled at Manchester Water Safety
Partnership.
Site meetings taken place to explore
projection lighting and we await contractor
proposals.
Meeting has taken place on site with artist.
This action needs reinvigorating.
Meeting with MWSP every quarter. Trust
staff are now Vice Chair and one of the
leads on Partnership comms.
Toolbox Talks, training and PPE all supplied
regularly to our volunteers
N/A in the city centre at present
Small towpath repairs to ramp near Lock 91
Cleansing programme being followed.
Covid challenges have disrupted this, but
the team are doing their best to keep on
top of this.
Staff assigned; programme being
undertaken.
£8000 secured and purchase of new
Thermatech Steam Cleaner for the City.
£1000 secured and purchase of 2 long
lightweight reach pole nets to help clear
litter from the water.
Staff assigned; programme being
undertaken.
Planned works being conducted
Ecology have played a key role in the
procurement of 6 additional floating
gardens and plants for planters to increase
the emergent fringe habitat.
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•
•

Community
Involvement

Volunteer
Satisfaction

•

Social Media

•
•
•

Events

•

Events

Marketing &
Communications
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•

Additional pollinator friendly plants will be
introduced in Spring 21.
Secured agreement for 19 new trees on the
Rochdale 9 as part of a future neighbouring
development.
Manchester volunteers invited, and some
attending Volunteer Team Meetings
Leader of FOR9 volunteer group attends
our Stakeholder meetings.
Held 2 user forums during year
No events due to Covid
Successful Green Flag bid gained local
media coverage.
Unable at present due to Covid

Appendices

Appendices
Map of the Rochdale Canal

Map of the management plan site
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Appendices

Dropbox
To reduce the size of the document, the remaining appendices can be found on
Dropbox via the below links.
Appendix 1

Step 1 Risk Assessment

https://www.dropbox.com/s/69116vbx4cblcht/Appendix%201%20%20Step%201%20Everyday%20Risk%20Assessment.pdf?dl=0
Appendix 2

Step 2 Risk Assessment

https://www.dropbox.com/s/zd29rev3vgzmvij/Appendix%202%20%20Step%202%20Task%20Specific%20Risk%20Assessment%20blank%20for
m.docx?dl=0
Appendix 3

Step 3 Risk Assessment

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ca3lrp22l8sd7mw/Appendix%203%20%20%20Step%203%20On%20Site%20Dynamic%20Assessment.doc?dl=0
Appendix 4

Navigation Standards

https://www.dropbox.com/s/j107kgi0712zwp5/Appendix%204%20%20Navigation%20Standards.pdf?dl=0
Appendix 5

Environmental Appraisal

https://www.dropbox.com/s/0kqw7wjgi8znj88/Appendix%205%20%20Environmental%20Appraisal%20Example.docx?dl=0
Appendix 6

Rochdale Canal designated assets

https://www.dropbox.com/s/0kqw7wjgi8znj88/Appendix%205%20%20Environmental%20Appraisal%20Example.docx?dl=0
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